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Abstract: Other than serving as the introduction to this special issue, this paper looks at the question of how an underdeveloped or a developing economic entity can manage to acquire the knowledge and ability to overcome various barriers, be they social, cultural, or institutional, to establish its desired momentum of self-sustained growth. It addresses the question by surveying relevant literatures, first, about what factors, both internal and external, positively determine the innovativeness of an economic entity; and second, regarding what steps are necessary for an underdeveloped or a developing entity to engineer its momentum of self-sustained growth and for an established entity to maintain its existing momentum. By doing so, we demonstrate the theoretical significance and practical importance of this issue and the works contained in this issue.
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1. Introduction

As the nation that has been growing at an unprecedented high rate in the past four decades, China has become the second-largest economic power of the world. In this process of fast development, China has been the largest manufacturing nation in the world, although not the strongest. Currently, China faces internal pressures, such as economic downturn, insufficient scientific and technological innovation, low energy efficiency, serious environmental pollution, and rising labor costs [1]. At the same time, it is under great economic and political pressure from the international world of business, such as the current trade conflicts with the United States of America [2,3]. In other words, as an economic entity, China confronts serious challenges both internally and externally. For of this reason, China provides the world of learning a great opportunity to investigate the following question: How can an underdeveloped and/or developing nation manage to acquire the knowledge and ability to overcome its various barriers, be they social, cultural, or institutional, in order to institute its desired momentum of self-sustained development?

Answers to this question will not be unique while they are all very important, just as economic historian Gregory Clark [4] describes regarding what triggered the English Industrial Revolution in the 18th century: “Explaining the Industrial Revolution is the ultimate, elusive prize in economic history. It is a prize that has inspired generations of scholars to lifetimes of, so far, fruitless pursuit.” However, the large body of relevant literature suggests that developing a self-sustaining momentum of economic development seems to be a mysterious process of dramatic socioeconomic changes. Other than the few Western countries, all the aspiring developing nations have failed miserably and repeatedly throughout the modern history of the past one hundred plus years, although they longed to emulate such a process.
To this end, the matter of fact is that the world of learning is still struggling to comprehend the process and to identify its ultimate causes [4–16].

Aiming at the potential of addressing the question posed above, we launched this special issue of the international journal ‘Sustainability’ in order for the world of learning to look at the current state of China’s economy from different angles. We hope that the articles included in this issue are able to provide some useful and thought-provoking insights for policy makers, for entrepreneurs, and for investors, while playing the role of record keeping for future historians.

For the sake of convenience of communication, in this article, we treat an economic agent, a business firm, an economic organization, or a nation, all as a system, known as an economic entity. The justification for doing so is the fact that, systemically speaking, all systems share the same yoyo structure [17].

Because innovation is commonly recognized as the key for an economic entity to evolve from reactively manufacturing elementary products to innovatively producing epoch-making devices [18] and is an essential factor that underlies the competitiveness, productivity, output, and employment performance of nations [19], we name this special issue ‘Transition from China-Made to China-Innovation.’ Here for the general purpose of scholarly investigation, the word ‘China’ can be replaced by the name of any specific nation that is of concern, and the rest of this presentation wraps around the concept of innovation.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 looks at environmental factors that potentially help transform a manufacturing giant into an innovative power. In this section, we also look at the concept of innovation in manufacturing. Section 3 considers internal forces that underlie manufacturing innovativeness. Section 4 presents practical procedures for either an underdeveloped or a developing economic entity to engineer its momentum of self-sustained growth and for an established entity to maintain and to develop further its existing momentum. Section 5 concludes this presentation.

2. Environmental Factors That Potentially Transform a Manufacturing Giant into an Innovative Power

Since 1776 when Adam Smith published his monumental work, The Wealth of Nations, the importance of innovation has been recognized as a crucial activity that fosters wealth. Innovation stands for a fundamental belief and attitude that are under each competitive advantage with innovativeness closely related to the prosperity of any manufacturing nation [20]. This explains why it is inescapable for China to think about and plan for its transition from the current state of China made to the ideal state of China innovation [21]. More specifically, innovation works through introducing original products and processes [22] that enable China, like a manufacturing firm, to competitively enter or create new markets [23].

In terms of what has been established, the issues we attempt to address fit the literature of innovation in the manufacturing sector perfectly. For example, Veugelers and Cassiman [24] examine innovation strategies. Amara and Landry [25] study how sources of information play a role on the novelty of innovation. Becheikh et al. [22] demonstrate that product and process innovations are closely associated with the manufacturing environment with product innovation receiving more attention from scholars and managers. Nieto and Santamaria [26] investigate the critical factors behind product innovations by looking at the role of diverse types of collaborative networks. Alegre and Chiva [27] study how organizational learning capability affects product innovation performance. Lin et al. [28] explore the increasing importance of green products and whether and how green product innovation can affect firm performance. Caputo et al. [29], Buffington [30], and Zollo et al. [31] look at how the environment of manufacturing has been changed drastically by the recent economic globalization and the advent of internet-based technologies, leading to remote manufacturing, computer-integrated manufacturing systems, Internet-based manufacturing, and more. Roos [32] and Wu et al. [33] investigate how these new modes of manufacturing have redefined the concept of innovation in manufacturing.
2.1. Innovation in Manufacturing

Schumpeter [34] discusses the concept of innovation within the context of a firm by delineating its extent as product, process, and business model. He later [35] references the concept of innovation processes. Manifesting the importance of Schumpeter’s works, an extensive literature of empirical evidence on innovation emerges [36–38] that provides information for companies to develop a competitive advantage or to gain entry into new markets [39–41].

The concept of innovation in manufacturing has been formulated by various authors, such as Pittaway et al. [42] from the angle of necessity and sufficiency, Lansisalmi et al. [43] from that of intentionality, Camison-Zornoza et al. [44] from that of beneficial nature, Hobday [45] from that of practical implementation, and Peres et al. [46] from that of its diffusion. Because innovation is a phenomenon that is wide ranging and multifaceted, several different definitions have been introduced in the literature, e.g., [22,40,47]. For our purposes, let us adopt the definition of the concept introduced by [8] as follows:

Innovation in manufacturing is such a collection of activities that leads to exceptionally added value to an economic entity (such as a company or a nation) when compared to other activities that take place in the same manufacturing area.

Because of the emphasis on comparatively added value, this definition implies many facets of innovation. For example, ‘exceptionally added value’ means (1) an extraordinary level/quality of creativity; (2) internal conception and external adoption of the creativity; (3) introduction of new processes for capturing value; (4) materialization of benefits; (5) transformation of inventions into products and/or processes; and (6) potential roles played by relevant processes and outcomes. Beyond all these significant implications, this definition does not include those innovations that merely keep an economic entity afloat compared to others in the same industries. In other words, the urge for an economic entity to innovate is mainly from within the entity; and such an urge is expressed in the entity’s mission statement [48]. For more in-depth discussion, see [8].

As for the question of how markets stimulate innovation, the following result is shown by Zhao et al. [49]. In other words, market demands invite economic entities to compete through innovation.

**Theorem 1.** A nation’s product can profitably enter the world market described below, as a competitor of the incumbent nations, if, and only if, the market percentage of switchers, $\beta$, satisfies $\beta = 1 - \alpha > 0$, where the market satisfies the following conditions:

- It is occupied by $m$ nations, $m = 1, 2, \ldots$, serving mutually substitutable products;
- Each incumbent nation has its loyal customers who purchase only the product of their favorite nation if the price is no more than their reservation value with $\alpha$ being the market percentage of all loyal customers of the incumbent nations;
- The incumbent nations compete over the market segment, $\beta$, of those customers who switch from the product of one nation to another depending on whose price is more competitive; and
- These nations are well aware of the pricing strategies of each other. They establish their best responses by playing the Nash equilibrium through pure self-analyses.

2.2. Environmental Factors That Positively Affect an Economic Entity’s Innovativeness

Since the 1960s, nearly 20 environmental determinants of manufacturing innovation have been identified [22]. These determinants are classified into six categories—industry, region, culture, networking, knowledge and technologies, and international) trade policies (such as those of the government and public sector, if we focus on individual firms instead of nations).

Within the category of ‘industry’, there are such determinants as ‘technological dynamism’ [50–52], ‘demand growth’ [53–55], and ‘industry structure’ [56–59]. Within the category of ‘region’, there are such determinants as ‘location’ [60] and ‘proximity” advantage [61]. Within the category of ‘culture’,
there are such determinants as ‘external financial support’ [62,63], ‘power distance’, ‘risk avoidance’, ‘femininity–masculinity’, ‘collectivism–individualism’, and ‘temporal orientation’ [64–67].

Within the category of ‘networking’, there are various interactions with different stakeholders, such as universities, research centers, industrial and professional associations, consultants, service providers, suppliers, and consumers [61,63,68–70]. The category of ‘knowledge and technologies’ deals with ‘how knowledge/technology is acquired’ by an economic entity, consisting of both formal and informal acquisitions and taking various forms. These forms include purchase of equipment, licenses, and sponsorship agreements; attendance of conferences and specialized fairs; or simply the informal exchanges with various actors in the economic entity’s environment [70–72]. The category of ‘(international) trade policies’, under which an economic entity operates, affects the innovativeness of the entity [73,74].

By employing systems thinking, Forrest et al. [75] demonstrate that among these twenty or so environmental determinants of an economic entity’s innovativeness in manufacturing, only the following four are primary—‘demand growth’, ‘proximity’, ‘networking’, and ‘(international) trade policies’. All other determinants, empirically identified in the literature, are secondary; they appear naturally as consequences of the primary determinants.

3. Internal Forces That Underlie Manufacturing Innovativeness

This section glances through the nearly forty internal factors empirically identified in the literature and tries to pinpoint those that are primary and underlie the manufacturing innovativeness of an economic entity. This section consists of two subsections. The first one looks at strategic factors, while the second one addresses organizational factors.

3.1. Strategic Factors That Positively Affect an Economic Entity’s Innovativeness

The question of what main strategic tactics primarily underlie the innovative activities of manufacturing is both practically significant and theoretical valuable. This is because innovation is a crucial economic activity that fosters wealth [18], unavoidable for each company that wants to develop and maintain a competitive advantage [76] and an essential factor underlying the competitiveness, productivity, output, and employment performance of any nation [19]. Because of this, the literature has empirically identified sixteen strategy-related factors that positively affect the innovativeness of manufacturing.

In terms of global strategies on innovation, empirically identified ones include a ‘clearly defined strategy’ [77], ‘corporate diversification strategy’ [71,78,79], and ‘market-territory strategy’ [61,70]. Regarding growth strategies, the literature considers the following three: ‘Differentiation strategy’ [55, 58,59,80], ‘cost reduction strategy’ [55,81], and ‘protection mechanism’ [24,82].

In the name of operational strategies, scholars studied the following variables:

- ‘R&d assets and strategies’ [58,63,83,84],
- ‘Monitoring of competitors’ [85],
- ‘Marketing strategies’ [77],
- ‘Personnel qualification/experience’ [86,87],
- ‘HR strategies’ [50],
- ‘Advanced equipment/technologies’ [57,88],
- ‘Degree of capacity utilization’ [61],
- ‘Financial autonomy’ [59],
- ‘Turnover/profit’ [77], and
- ‘Budget/funds availability’ [59,77].

By going beyond the empirical approach, Forrest et al. [89] employ systems methodology to produce the following results:
In manufacturing, a clearly defined strategic orientation is positively correlated to innovativeness.

For the corporate diversification strategy, if the word ‘diversification’ is understood as simultaneously reaching into different markets with different lines of products, then efforts for such diversification would tear the technological integrity, the labor force, and available resources of the company into pieces. Therefore, such a diversification strategy is not encouraged.

If “diversification’ means increasing functionalities of existing products to make them satisfy the needs and likings of customers from diverse markets, then pushing for diversification will support the innovativeness of manufacturing.

In terms of the market-territory strategy, economic entities involved in import–export trades are expected to be most innovative, followed by those that only import, then those that only export, and finally those that stay 100% domestic.

The ‘differentiation strategy’ is a dominating determinant on innovation, while all operational strategies are secondary when compared to the mission and global strategies of the firm.

3.2. Organizational Factors That Positively Affect an Economic Entity’s Innovativeness

This subsection looks at how culture, organizational structure, and leadership affect the manufacturing innovativeness of an economic entity. Beyond recognizing the importance of innovation in terms of wealth creation [18], the currently increasing greatness of competition of the world economy also makes innovation an unavoidable issue for each economic entity to consider [76]. Considering the fact that culture, organizational structure, and leadership represent some of the most essential aspects of any economic entity, the issue this subsection looks at is quite urgent for both theoretical and practical purposes. Because of this, many scholars in the past decades have empirically checked the effects of various factors related to culture, structure, and leadership on the innovativeness of manufacturing.

In terms of culture, Forrest et al. [90] developed a general theory on how individual and organizational philosophical and value systems are formed. On top of this theory, these authors investigate what organizational culture symbolizes, and why, for each organization, mission and ambition represent two forces that unify inconsistencies existing in individuals’ philosophical assumptions and values. As consequences of such discussions, they establish the following general conclusions by carrying earlier empirical discoveries [24,85,87,91,92] to the height of theory so that general recommendations can be derived for practical purposes:

- For an economic entity, its culture significantly determines its innovativeness;
- Total quality management is a realization of the culture of continuous improvement within an economic entity. It is a real-life implementation of the entity’s business ambition;
- Resistance to change is negatively correlated to innovativeness; and
- Support for innovation is a perception that is positively correlated to innovativeness.

Regarding the effects of leadership on innovativeness, the literature has considered such variables as ‘presence of a project leader’ [77,93], ‘CEO’s characteristics’ [92], ‘CEO change’ [48], and ‘CEO’s qualification and experience’ [94]. By employing systems methodology, Forrest et al. [90] conclude that all these variables are secondary when compared to having a long-term, unwavering ambition.

In terms of an economic entity’s general characteristics and its innovativeness, the literature empirically identified such variables as ‘size of the entity’ [76,95,96], ‘age of the entity’ [88,97], ‘ownership structure’ [54,72], and ‘past performance’ [55,96]. Through careful analysis, Forrest et al. [90] find that none of these general characteristics are primary determinants of innovativeness in manufacturing when compared to the mission and global strategies of the economic entity.

Regarding the effects of an economic entity’s structure on its innovativeness, the literature considers such variables as ‘formal structure’ [98], ‘flexible structure’ [67,99], ‘centralization of decision making’ [100], ‘empowerment of employees’ [67,101], and ‘interaction between firm’s units’ [102,103]. Based on systemic reasoning, Forrest et al. [90] derive the conclusion that these variables are all secondary and are the consequences of practical implementations of the long-term, unwavering ambition.
3.3. Managerial Recommendations

This subsection looks at what the previous two sections imply for managers and policy makers in terms of making their economic entity more innovation oriented.

First, at the managerial level, promoting innovativeness begins with an inventive understanding of market signals and the prevalent trade policies, followed accordingly by aligning an economic entity’s strategies to develop its distinctive competencies and by possibly going beyond the existing market territory to generate additional demand. The factor ‘proximity’ of innovation needs to be materialized in different ways, such as conducting R&D activities near centers of information and knowledge, sales efforts having easy access to consumers, production being conveniently reachable by suppliers, or the distribution of business units stimulating cooperation with partners. In addition, at the policy-making level, fostering innovation in manufacturing needs to purposefully encourage market competition by removing entry barriers, preventing monopoly, assisting with market-territory expansion, and providing financial support and necessary infrastructure.

Second, leaders of an economic entity need to have a clearly stated mission and long-term, unwavering ambition, representing the most important and unifying forces for the appearance of desired innovativeness. By clearly demonstrating its commitment to the mission and ambition, the leadership cultivates an organizational culture conducive to change, innovative activities, and the realization of the ambition. The next step in promoting innovativeness is to clearly define the strategies on how to actualize the mission and ambition, while paying attention to the following:

- For diversification, the focus needs to be on continuously improving the functionalities of products and involving in import–export trades for the purpose of expanding markets.
- For developing alliances, the focus needs to be on the learning and introduction of new technologies while avoiding disruptions to established routines.
- For growth, the emphasis is on building differentiations on distinctive strengths by, for example, establishing special task force(s) to identify market signals and reactions, developing newer/better differentiations instead of spending too much on protection, and minimizing costs through innovatively developing efficient production processes and operational routines.
- At operational level, secondary strategic steps are encouraged, including R&D activities, recruiting/maintaining qualified and experienced personnel backed with advanced technologies, conducting regular continuous improvement and retraining programs for all employees, applying effective marketing, monitoring competitors and customers’ evolving desires, and ensuring the financial solvency of the economic entity by avoiding excessive debts.

Third, central to the realization of the established mission and ambition, leaders of all levels need to possess specific characteristics, such as emotional steadiness; perceptive aptitudes to imagine the future; business knowledge; scorching desires, energies, and tenacities; and initiatives to achieve, lead, and rally supports. The next step in promoting innovativeness is to develop a flexible administrative structure for the economic entity of concern so that the decision-making process efficiently facilitates concentration of efforts and resources on survival and growth. For a large, well-established economic entity, decision-making should be decentralized to promote the innovativeness of each division while empowering and encouraging employees of different divisions to interact. Operationally, the economic entity needs to pay attention to the maintenance of such secondary determinants of innovativeness as ‘firm size’ and good ‘performance’. Here, personnel decisions need to be in harmony with changing market demands, however, good performance is generally good for investors and a good indicator of quality of the economic entity.

4. Engineer Momentum of Self-Sustained Growth

With the knowledge of what environmental and internal factors underlie the innovativeness of manufacturing, a consequent natural question is how an economic entity can position itself on a track of sustaining growth, which, of course, has to be innovation based as the literature suggests.
Being able to answer this question practically has been the dream of many business firms [104] and developing countries in the past one hundred plus years [9]. However, this practical demand was not adequately met by the studies in mainstream economics until Forrest et al. [8] systemically investigated this question and provided a procedure applicable in real life.

Momentum of self-sustained growth, means a self-sustained movement in which new and advanced technologies are constantly introduced, making the way people live continuously improved [105]. For an established entity, it means how to continue and further improve the current state of affairs into the future, while for a developing nation it indirectly means industrialization and modernization. Developing such a momentum turns out to be a process that revolutionizes the mode of production at all different levels and an endeavor that develops and strengthens the economic entity of concern [8]. This process unprecedentedly coordinates all social classes and interest groups and mobilizes all kinds of resources in ways never seen before. The progression of such a process strengthens the underlying economic entity in terms of organizational consolidation, prosperity, and logistic capacity of projecting influences, be they economic, cultural, political, or others. Since the late 18th century when the Industrial Revolution of England was initially recognized, the world of learning has been trying to locate the exact causes underneath the dramatic socioeconomic changes. However, all of the relevant studies suffer from major flaws due to various reasons, such as lack of relevant data [106], no criteria available to judge whether or not conjectured variables are scientifically sound and actually working [9], constraint of linear reasoning, and lack of beneficial applications of systemic thinking [8].

Therefore, different from past studies, Forrest et al. [8] employ the methodology of systems science to investigate what underlies successful development of momentum of self-sustained growth for an impoverished agrarian nation. Based on relevant literature and results shown rigorously, these authors develop the following basic procedural steps for an agrarian nation to develop its momentum of self-sustained economic growth.

Step 1: Establish a long-term national goal to become wealthy and powerful.
Step 2: Develop the basic standards of moderate living.
Step 3: Engineer the market fermentation.
Step 4: Promote primary target industries.
Step 5: Successfully round off the first success of developing a self-sustained momentum of economic growth.

By combining this list with what is presented in the previous sections, we can produce the following conclusion: For a well-established economic entity to maintain its current momentum of self-sustained growth, it needs to continuously go through previously listed steps 1, 3, 4, and 5 that are correspondingly modified as follows.

Step A1: Make sure the established long-term goal is still adequate, reflecting the current state of affairs of the world.
Step A2: Continue to ferment new markets for forever-improving and innovative products.
Step A3: Emphasize on most promising endeavors that carry desirable spillover effects on the entire society.
Step A4: Finish off the success of each round of innovative efforts by exploiting the remaining values of current operations and simultaneously by embarking on the next round of exploration.

5. Conclusions

The above discussions clearly demonstrate the significance and timeliness of this special issue. By looking at the literature on industrial revolutions, we are quite certain that this issue will not be a sufficiently complete documentary for future generations in the world of learning to draw their
relevant conclusions on economic developments. Even so, as the editors of this issue, we still hope the articles contained within this issue provide at least some very valuable historical records.
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